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Design-Aware Mask Inspection
Abde Ali Kagalwalla, Puneet Gupta, Christopher J. Progler, and Steve McDonald

Abstract—Mask inspection has become a major bottleneck in
the manufacturing flow taking up as much as 40% of the total
mask manufacturing time. In this paper, we explore techniques
to improve the reticle inspection flow by increasing its design
awareness. We develop an algorithm to locate nonfunctional fea-
tures in a postoptical proximity correction layout without using
any design information. Using this, and the timing information
of the design (if available), the smallest defect size that could
cause the design to fail is assigned to each reticle feature. The
criticality of various reticle features is then used to partition the
reticle such that each partition is inspected at a different pixel
size and sensitivity so that the false and nuisance defect count is
reduced without missing any critical defect. We also develop an
analytical model to estimate the false and nuisance defect count.
Using those models, our simulation results show that this design-
aware mask inspection can reduce the false and nuisance defect
count for a critical polysilicon layer from 80 defects down to 49
defects, leading to substantial reduction in defect review load.
We also develop a model to estimate first pass yield (FPY) and
show that our method can improve the FPY for a polysilicon
layer from 11% to 30%. Apart from the polysilicon layer, the
potential benefit of this approach is analyzed for active, contact
and all the metal/via layers.

Index Terms—Computer-aided design (CAD), design for
manufacturability (DFM), mask inspection, mask manufacturing,
reticle, semiconductor manufacturing.

I. Introduction

ARETICLE (mask) is basically a stencil that determines
what patterns eventually print on the wafer. The increas-

ing aggressiveness of various resolution-enhancement tech-
niques such as optical proximity correction (OPC), phase
shift mask, and subresolution assist features (SRAFs) along
with decreasing feature sizes has increased the complexity,
and therefore the cost, of reticles considerably [1]. Keeping
mask cost in control is extremely critical, especially for low-
volume designs. The use of double patterning for 22 nm and
beyond will substantially increase mask cost. The problem is
likely to get even worse for future patterning technologies
(e.g., multilayer extreme ultraviolet lithography masks and
nanoimprint templates).

Reticle inspection is a significant contributor to the mask
cost. In fact, mask inspection is more challenging (and
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expensive) than mask writing itself [2]. High-resolution reticle
inspection tools are required to detect every potential printable
defect in order to prevent yield loss, but inspection tools can
report a large number of defects that do not affect yield. As a
result postinspection review of the yield impact of defects has
become very time consuming. This slow, and often manual
inspection flow, has a considerable impact on mask cost and
turnaround time (TAT). Hence, there is a strong need to
improve the inspection flow.

In this paper, we develop a methodology to assign criticality
to different mask features based on their design impact. Mask
inspection tools can use this information to adapt their resolu-
tion locally for different regions without missing any critical
defects, thereby saving inspection time. We now present a
brief introduction of current mask inspection methodology,
followed by a survey of some related work and a summary
of our contributions.

A. Mask Inspection Primer

A comprehensive inspection of the reticle must be done by
the mask shop before sending it to the fabs. The basic steps
of inspection are shown in Fig. 1.

Initially, the reticle is passed through an inspection tool
such as KLA-Tencor’s Terascan [3] or NEC’s LM series [4]
that takes an image of die on the mask and compares it to
a reference database or another die (die–database or die–die
modes). The difference between the two image intensities is
found and if the difference exceeds a predefined threshold,
the difference pattern is labeled a defect. The inverse of this
threshold is referred to as sensitivity. These tools can have a
pixel size as low as 55 nm and can detect critical dimension
(CD) defects as small as 20 nm on the mask at maximum
sensitivity (minimum threshold) [3].

Inspection tools can generate a very large number of defects
(100+), most of which do not impact the final design. Defects
can be classified as shown in Fig. 2. A false defect is an
incorrect detection reported by the inspection tool due to
vibration, misalignment, optical distortion, error in database
rendering (die–database mode), etc. Real defects are caused
either due to misalignment or vibration of the mask writer (CD
defects) or due to contamination of the mask (contamination
defects). Inspection tools typically have different algorithms to
detect these two categories of defects and hence have different
sensitivities for these defects. Many real defects do not print
on the wafer. Among printable defects, some lie on noncritical
regions of the design such as dummy fill or redundant vias.
Only a small fraction of the defects reported by the inspection
tool really matter. All the nonprintable and noncritical defects
are also called nuisance defects. Reducing the number of
false and nuisance defects reported by the inspection tool is
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Fig. 1. Key steps of reticle inspection.

Fig. 2. Various categories of defects reported by inspection tool.

essential to reduce inspection cost. Reducing nuisance defects
is particularly important to mask shops as it impacts first pass
yield (FPY), which is the fraction of total masks manufactured
that can be shipped without repair or detailed review.

The next step in mask inspection is defect review where
each defect reported by the inspection tool is checked to find
out if it really matters. False, nonprintable, and noncritical
defects are filtered out during this step. Images of defects
reported by the inspection tool are analyzed using software
tools [5], [6] or manually. Often defect images need to be
recaptured at a better resolution. For this, the inspection tool
could be reused (online review) or an e-beam inspection
is employed [7]. After pruning out a significant fraction
of false/nonprintable/noncritical defects, the mask is passed
through an aerial imaging tool. Aerial image measurement
system (AIMS) [8] is essentially a hardware emulator of the
wafer stepper that operates at optical settings similar to the
stepper and gives a very accurate estimate of the printability
of defects. Although extremely accurate, AIMS is slow and
cumbersome. Hence, minimizing the number of defects that
have to pass through AIMS tools is important in order to
ensure reasonable TAT. Defects that are found to be printable
by the AIMS tool are then either repaired or if they are
unrepairable the reticle must be replaced. The repaired or
replaced reticle must again go through this inspection cycle.
Because of the manual steps and use of AIMS tool, defect
review is typically the slowest part of reticle inspection.

B. Related Work

There has been considerable work to improve mask man-
ufacturing by using design intent although most of it has
focused on OPC. For instance, Banerjee et al. [9] used
estimates of on/off current of transistors, based on simulated
resist contours, to reduce OPC runtime and mask complexity.
Zhang et al. [10] modeled the impact of corner rounding in
printed transistors on saturation current and integrated their
model into a OPC framework. Similarly, [11] and [12] used

device performance estimates to tune the aggressiveness of
optical correction achieving up to 93% reduction in mask
complexity. Gupta et al. [13] used electrical and design metrics
to reduce OPC runtime and mask write cost. Chan et al.
[14] used estimates of design metrics like delay and power to
improve the evaluation of process window. These approaches
indicate that considerable benefit can be derived by using
design intent to reduce the inherent pessimism in various mask
manufacturing steps, including inspection.

The traditional approach to mask inspection discussed in
the previous section does not use any design information to
assess the criticality of defects. Defect disposition is done only
on the basis on printability that is determined using software
tools like Virtual Stepper [5], [6] along with AIMS emulation
[8]. It assumes that all printable defects larger than a threshold
size (say 10% of mask CD) are critical. If design information
is available to mask shops, they may be able to avoid the
expensive process of repair/replacement of the mask due to
printable but noncritical defects. Design information can also
be used to reduce false and nuisance defects reported by the
inspection tool.

Communicating design intent to the inspection tool in the
form of additional control layers has been suggested before
[15]–[17]. Mask shops can use design information to lower the
inspection sensitivity of noncritical regions in order to reduce
the number of false and nuisance defects. Hedges et al. [16]
have shown that up to 100× reduction in nuisance defect count
is possible just by using variable sensitivity during reticle
inspection. Current inspection tools allow the user to define
inspection sensitivity on a per pixel basis. But memory require-
ments to store this sensitivity information are impractical since
a reticle can have up to 1012 pixels. These approaches assume
that mask shops know the design criticality of the layout that
is rarely the case. Driessen et al. [18] analyzed a post-OPC
layout to extract some noncritical features in the absence of
any design data. Stoler et al. [19] extracted some criticality
information as part of manufacturing rule check. Both these
approaches focus on extracting assist features from the layout
that are a major source of nuisance defects.

C. Our Work

This paper is an extension of [20]. The key contributions of
this paper are as follows.

1) We develop a graph-based algorithm to locate nonfunc-
tional features (redundant and dummy features) in a
post-OPC layout (flat and 10× more complex than pre-
OPC layout) in the absence of any design information.

2) We assign minimum defect size that impacts the
design to each feature of the reticle for both CD and
contamination defects. This is inferred using the timing
slack of critical paths and the location of nonfunctional
features found using the method mentioned above. This
analysis is done for poly, active, contact, and all the
back-end layers.

3) Using the minimum defect size of each feature of
a reticle, we partition the layout using a recursive
algorithm that is an improvement over the scanline-
based heuristic in [20], where each partition is assigned
a different pixel size and sensitivity to minimize false
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and nuisance defects. First-order models for false and
nuisance defects are developed to do this partitioning.

4) We develop a model to estimate FPY of masks and
show the improvement achieved by our design-aware
mask inspection.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II discusses the nonfunctional feature-finding problem.
Section III describes the methodology to assign criticality
(minimum defect size that matters) to each layout feature. Sec-
tion IV develops models for the inspection process. Section V
then develops a partitioning algorithm that uses the criticality
assignment and inspection process models to develop a design-
aware inspection flow. The results are covered in Section VI.
Section VII concludes this paper.

II. Nonfunctional Feature Finding

In this section, the following problem is explored. Given
a post-OPC layout, identify nonfunctional features of the
layout. We focus on locating redundant vias and dummy fill
geometrically. Other nonfunctional features such as nontree
routes and assist features can also be found using our graph-
based methodology, but are not explored in this paper. The
layout is assumed to have only rectilinear shapes, and that
floating dummy fill in different metal layers are not connected
through a via.1 This is consistent with most commercial fill
synthesis tools.

In order to identify nonfunctional features, we first fracture
the layout into rectangles. A scanline-based algorithm is used
to construct a neighborhood graph for these rectangles. The
neighborhood graph is then simplified using some edge con-
traction operations. This reduced neighborhood graph (RNG)
can then help identify dummy fill and redundant vias. The
various steps of our approach are detailed below.

1) Algorithm Steps.

a) Fracturing polygons: The rectilinear polygons are
fractured into rectangles using a simple horizontal
slicing method [21]. The rectangles are then stored
in different sets based on their layer. For example,
a rectangle corresponding to a Metal 2 shape
is stored in two sets, M2V1 and M2V2. A set
MiVj corresponds to all rectangles belonging to
the same/adjacent metal or via layers, where a via
layer Vj connects metal layer Mj and Mj+1.2

b) Neighborhood graph construction: The new layout
with fractured polygons is used to construct an
undirected neighborhood graph, G(V, E) in which
every rectangle of the fractured layout corresponds
to a vertex and edge (u, v) ∈ E if the two
corresponding rectangles are physically in contact
with each other in the layout.
A scanline-based one-pass, optimal algorithm is
used to solve the rectangle intersection problem
as described in [22]. The problem is reduced to
two subproblems, an interval query, and a point

1This constraint can be relaxed, if needed.
2Although storing each rectangle twice leads to redundant computation, we

actually found this method be be faster than storing all the rectangles in a
single set due to smaller interval and segment tree size during scan line.

query. Interval tree and range tree are two “semi-
dynamic” tree data-structures that are used to solve
this problem [23]. We shall refer to these two sets
of trees as scanline trees. A separate scanline is
used for each set MiVj but there is a single graph
for the entire layout. Both these trees can perform
INTERSECTSEARCH,3 INSERT, and DELETE
operations in O(log(m)), where m is the number
of nodes in the tree [23].

c) Edge contraction: All neighboring vertices of the
neighborhood graph that correspond to rectangles
of the same layer are merged. At the end of this
operation, each vertex has an edge only to vertices
belonging to an adjacent layer. Hence, a vertex
corresponding to Metal 2 in RNG will have edges
only to vertices of Via 1 or Via 2 and so on.

d) Graph analysis: Floating fill is identified by look-
ing for isolated vertices. Cycles in the RNG cor-
respond to redundant vias that can be identified
using depth first search (DFS). Double and even
multicut vias can be identified by scanning the
reported cycles and identifying the set of vias
connected to the same pair of metal-layer vertices
in RNG.

2) Runtime Improvement Techniques.

a) Routing-aware scanline: The routing direction of
each set of rectangles, MiVj , can be found by
taking the larger of the average length and width
of all rectangles in the set. If the routing direction
is X (Y ), we define y (x) coordinates of the
rectangles as scanline events so that the average
duration for which a rectangle needs to be stored
in the tree reduces, thus improving INTERSECT-
SEARCH time.

b) Shape simplification: The complexity of layout
features increases tremendously after OPC. This
results in a large number of rectangles after frac-
turing and slows down the algorithm presented
in Section 1. Before fracturing the polygons into
rectangles, we perform shape approximation on
the post-OPC polygons to reduce the number
of rectangles created after fracturing. We create
two sets of buckets for the coordinates of each
polygon. Each point is included in two buckets,
one in x-direction and another in y-direction such
that x (or y) coordinate of each point in a bucket
is within a certain threshold distance of others.
All the x (or y) coordinates of a bucket are then
changed to the average x (or y) coordinate of
the corresponding bucket. This approach reduces
small deviations along a straight line as shown in
Fig. 3 and hence reduces rectangle count, while
preserving connectivity.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the entire algorithm. Fig. 4 illus-
trates the complete algorithm for a sample double via.

3INTERSECTSEARCH returns all rectangles stored in the scanline tree that
intersect the input rectangle and constructs edges in the neighborhood graph
between the input and all returned rectangles.
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Fig. 3. Shape simplification for a distorted T-shape.

Fig. 4. Illustration of various steps of nonfunctional feature finding.

We can now analyze the runtime complexity of our ap-
proach. If a layout has N rectangles, then the neighborhood
graph construction can be done in O(Nlog(N)+E) time, where
E is the number of intersecting pairs of rectangles [22]. The
neighborhood graph has N vertices and E edges. We can sort
the vertices in O(Nlog(N)), and perform edge contraction in
O(E). RNG will then have N ′ vertices (N ′ < N) and E′ edges
(E′ < E). N ′ and E′ depend on the particular design layout
and the aggressiveness of OPC. We can then perform DFS
on the RNG to identify redundant vias and dummy fill in
O(N ′+E′) time. Hence, the overall complexity of our approach
is O(Nlog(N) + E).

III. Criticality Assignment

This section focuses on the following problem. Given the
timing of critical paths and nonfunctional features identified
in Section II, find the minimum-size reticle defect at each
location in the layout that can cause failure.

On the basis of geometry, reticle defects are classified
as pindots, pinholes, intrusion, and extrusion. Intrusion and
extrusion defects are considered CD defects. Pindots and
pinholes are usually classified as contamination defects. These
two categories of defects are detected using different ap-
proaches and hence we treat them separately during criticality
assignment. Apart from the size, type, and location of defect,
CD impact of a defect on the wafer also depends on the type
of reticle (bright-field or dark-field), type of resist (positive or
negative), and mask error enhancement factor (MEEF) at the
defect location.

Algorithm 1 Nonfunctional feature finding

Require: Shapes of all metal and via layers, S.
1: for all Shape s ∈ S do
2: SHAPE-SIMPLIFICATION(s)
3: Set of rectangles, Bs = FRACTURE(s)
4: Store Bs in set MiVj corresponding to shape layer
5: end for

//EVENT DEFINITION
6: Find routing direction R of each rectangle set, MiVj

7: if Routing direction R is X (Y ) then
8: Store bottom (left) and top (right) of each rectangle in

set as separate events in Eij .
9: end if

//SCANLINE
10: for all Events e ∈ Eij for each set Eij do
11: if e is bottom (left) then
12: INTERSECTSEARCH(Scanline tree, e.rect)
13: INSERT(Scanline tree, e.rect)
14: else
15: DELETE(Scanline tree, e.rect)
16: end if
17: end for

//EDGE CONTRACTION
18: Edge Contract G(V, E) to obtain RNG G(V ′, E′)

//GRAPH ANALYSIS
19: Mark all isolated vertices as dummy fill
20: Find cycles in G(V ′, E′) using DFS to detect redundant

vias

Reticle and resist type depends on the mask layer under
consideration. MEEF, on the other hand, changes within a
mask itself. It is a function of neighborhood mask features
and the optical parameters of the lithography system. There are
three potential methods of accounting for MEEF in criticality
assignment, which we shall explore further in Section VI.

1) Rely on modern inspection tools that support adaptive
thresholding, i.e., the threshold value is dynamically
changed by the tool depending on online MEEF esti-
mation [3]. In this case, we can choose MEEF=1 since
the inspection tool can adjust for it.

2) Find the worst-case MEEF (across process window) for
all fragments for each mask shape through lithographic
simulation and assign a MEEF value to each mask shape.

3) Find the worst-case MEEF for the entire mask for each
layer type and use that value for assigning criticality of
every shape of that reticle.

Note that our criticality analysis is focused on binary defects
only. Phase defects are not considered since defect data from
a commercial mask shop suggests that they are rare.4 A square
approximation is used to model defect shape (similar to most
critical area analysis methods).

Details of criticality assignment for different reticle layers
is detailed in the the following sections. For the polysilicon
layer, we use the timing slack of various paths to assign the
minimum size defect for each polysilicon shape corresponding
to a transistor pair (PMOS + NMOS) on the critical path.

4In data for over 700 reticles, we did not see any phase defects.
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TABLE I

Glossary of Terminology Used in This Section

Term Definition
a Size of square defect
amin Minimum detectable defect size of the inspection tool
Wmin Width design rule of given layer
Smin Spacing design rule of given layer
Df CD

min Minimum tolerable CD defect

Df Con
min Minimum tolerable contamination defect

TABLE II

Design Impact of Different Defect Types in Polysilicon Layer

Type Gate Length Design Impact
Intrusion Decrease Open/delay decrease
Extrusion Increase Short/delay increase
Pinhole Decrease Open
Pindot No change None

Fig. 5. Illustration of various defect types on polysilicon layer.

Since defects are very small compared to layout shapes, we
assume that their impact on parasitic or coupling capacitance
is negligible for all layers. Minor change in dimensions of
back-end layer shapes do not affect circuit metrics like delay
or power, as shown in [24]. Hence, prevention of opens or
shorts is the only concern for assigning criticality to back-
end layer reticles. As a result, we only utilize location of
redundant vias and dummy fill to assign minimum size defect
for via and metal layers, respectively. For all our analysis,
we assume that assigning a tolerable defect size of 20%, the
minimum width/space design rule is sufficient to prevent shorts
or opens.5 We also assume that a single layout shape is not
affected by more than one defect since mask defect density
is typically very low (order of few tens of defects for a full
reticle). Table I lists the notation used in this section.

A. Polysilicon Layer

Polysilicon layer printing typically uses bright-field masks
with positive photoresist. The impact of different reticle defect
types is illustrated in Fig. 5 and summarized in Table II.

Since extrusion defects can cause timing failure, we must
estimate the minimum size of an extrusion defect that can
cause timing failure. Consider an extrusion defect as shown
in Fig. 6. In order to estimate the delay change caused by
this defect, the transistor is sliced into three parts as shown in
Fig. 6 (similar to [24]) to estimate the effective W

L
as shown in

(1). Using first-order transistor models, we can then estimate

5For simplicity and pessimism, we use minimum DR rules instead of using
exact design values.

Fig. 6. Illustration of various defect types on polysilicon layer.

the change in drive current caused by this defect, which is then
used as a pessimistic approximation of change in cell delay as
shown in (2). Assuming that at most K defects lie on a critical
path,6 we can evaluate the minimum defect size that changes
the delay of each affected transistor by less than Tslack/K and
hence ensure timing correctness of the path. Here, the timing
slack must be obtained from a timing report that designers
need to pass on to mask shops. The maximum tolerable defect
size, acritical can then be estimated as shown in (3), with an
additional guardband of αcycle to allow for other sources of
variation(

W

L

)
new

=
W1

L
+

W2

L
+

a

L − a
(1)

�Delay

Delaynom
= −�W

L
W
L

=
a2

WL
(2)

acritical = amin, if Tslack < αcycle

=

√
(Tslack − αcycle)/K

Delaynom
WL, otherwise. (3)

To guardband against process variations downstream, we
set the minimum defect size as 20% the width (opens) and
spacing (shorts) dimensions. We assume that pinholes do not
have any parametric impact and can only cause an open if
they are bigger than the gate length. Hence, we can assign the
minimum size of CD defects and contamination defects for
any polysilicon feature as shown in (4) and (5), respectively

Df CD
min =

min(0.2Wmin, 0.2Smin, acritical)

MEEF
(4)

Df Con
min =

0.2Wmin

MEEF
. (5)

B. Active Layer

The potential impact of any active defect is determined by
the location of the defect relative to an overlapping polysilicon
or contact shape as shown in Fig. 7.

Active layer is usually patterned using bright-field masks
with positive photoresist. Hence, we can summarize the design
impact of any defect on an active layer reticle as shown as
Table III. Note that an intrusion defect on the active layer

6A critical path typically consists of only 20–50 transistors and hence the
area occupied by a critical path is very small compared to the area of the
chip. We take K = 10 as a pessimistic value.
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Fig. 7. Illustration of various defect types on active layer.

TABLE III

Design Impact of Different Defect Types in Active Layer

Type Design Impact
Intrusion Delay increase
Extrusion Active short
Pinhole Contact/polysilicon open
Pindot No impact

reticle can cause change in delay of a transistor if it lies on the
overlap area with poly. Although the exact analysis would re-
quire technology computer-aided design (TCAD) simulations,
we make the pessimistic assumption that an intrusion defect
of size a reduces the transistor width by the same amount.
Hence, we can calculate the maximum defect size that does
not cause timing failure using a similar analysis as that of the
polysilicon layer, as shown in the following equations:(

W

L

)
new

=
W − a

L
(6)

�Delay

Delaynom
= W(

1

W − a
− 1

W
) (7)

acritical = amin, if Tslack < αcycle

= W

(
Tslack − αcycle/K

Delaynom

)
, otherwise. (8)

Pindot defects have no impact but pinhole defects can cause
an open contact or a malfunctioning transistor.7 The maximum
tolerable pinhole defect size is, therefore, determined by
poly/contact design rules since it can cause an open contact or
transistor. Extrusion defects do have not a significant impact
unless they cause a short with another active shape.

Based on the above analysis, we can assign maximum
acceptable defect size for CD and contamination defects as
follows:

Df CD
min =

min(0.2Wmin, 0.2Smin, acritical)

MEEF
(9)

Df Con
min =

min(0.2W
poly
min , 0.2W contact

min )

MEEF
. (10)

C. Metal Layer

Dark-field masks with positive resist are typically used to
make trenches for depositing copper (dual damascene process).
The impact of various types of defects is shown in Table IV.

7Modeling the delay change on a transistor due to a pinhole defect on the
transistor also requires more elaborate TCAD-based simulation study that is
not dealt with in this paper.

TABLE IV

Design Impact of Different Defect Types in Metal Layer

Type Wire Width Design Impact
Intrusion Increase Short
Extrusion Decrease Open
Pinhole No change None
Pindot Decrease Resistance change

TABLE V

Design Impact of Different Defect Types in Via/Contact Layer

Type Via Width Design Impact
Intrusion Increase Short
Extrusion Decrease Open/resistance increase
Pinhole None Metal short
Pindot Decrease Resistance increase

Fig. 8. Illustration of different defect types on via layer.

Small changes in back-end layers are known to have little
impact on timing [24]. Hence, we focus only on opens and
shorts for assigning criticality to metal-layer shapes. Dummy
fill do not have any design impact and can be assigned a
relaxed defect size tolerance for both CD and contamination
defects. Hence, for a nondummy metal-layer feature, minimum
defect size for CD defects and contamination defects can be
assigned as follows:

Df CD
min =

0.2min(Wmin, Smin)

MEEF
(11)

Df Con
min =

0.2Smin

MEEF
. (12)

D. Contact and Via Layer

Dark-field masks with positive resist are typically used to
print via layer. Impact of various defect types on via layer is
summarized in Table V and shown in Fig. 8.

Similar to metal layers, we assume that the impact of mask
defects on electrical metrics is negligible and we only consider
opens and shorts while assigning criticality. Note that regions
where the nonfill shapes on adjacent metal layers overlap must
be assigned minimum detectable defect size of the inspection
tool for contamination defects since even the smallest pinhole
defect could cause a short. Similar to the other layers, 20%
change in via area is taken as the constraint to assign defect
size for CD and contamination (pindot) defects. Redundant
vias will have a larger tolerance for defects. We can write
the minimum size defects for a set of mXn redundant vias
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(m = 1, n = 1 for single via) as follows:

Df CD
min =

0.2max(m, n)min(Wmin, Smin)

MEEF
(13)

Df Cont
min =

0.2max(m, n)Wmin

MEEF
= amin for metal intersect regions. (14)

IV. Modeling the Inspection Process

In this section, we develop a model for two key inspection
tool properties: resolution and defect count. Defect count of
the inspection tool is subdivided into false defects, nuisance
defect, and line edge roughness (LER) defects. All these
properties are modeled in terms of pixel size and sensitivity,
which are the two key-tunable parameters for mask inspection.
In addition to this, we develop a model to estimate FPY, which
is a key metric that determines mask cost.

A. Resolution

The resolution of any digital imaging system scales lin-
early with pixel size. Also, increasing the sensitivity helps
in detecting smaller features. Hence, for an inspection with
pixel size, p and sensitivity S, we shall model resolution as
shown in (15) for both CD and contamination defects. Current
inspection tools are capable of inspecting a 20-nm defect (on
the mask), which corresponds to 5 nm on the wafer (MEEF=1)
at a pixel size of 55 nm and sensitivity of 100 [3]. Hence, we
take Kc ≈ 9 for our experiments8 as follows:

Rmin = Kc

p

S
. (15)

B. Defect Model

1) False Defects: Due to the presence of random temporal
noise,9 the intensity falling on each pixel of the inspection tool
sensor during image capture can be modeled as a Gaussian
random variable is shown as follows:

p(I) =
1√
2πσ

e
− (I−Im )2

2σ2 (16)

where p(I) is the probability of the intensity value being
equal to I, Im is the average intensity at the pixel under
consideration, and σ is the temporal noise [25].

Now, suppose die-to-database inspection is done with op-
timum biasing settings such that intensity at each pixel of
the reference database is equal to mean intensity of the
corresponding mask. Let us assign the threshold for intensity
as T , i.e., any pixel is labeled as a defect if |I − Im| > T .
Hence, the probability of a particular pixel being labeled as
defective due to the Gaussian noise is given by

P(defect) = 1 −
∫ Im+T

Im−T
p(I)dI = 2erfc

(
T√
2σ

)
. (17)

8Kc is slightly different for CD and contamination types of defects but we
assume a constant value for simplicity.

9We assume that fixed point noise sources can be compensated for by post-
capture image processing.

The various components of temporal noise in a typical
charge-coupled device sensor are reset noise, shot noise, and
read noise. Reset noise is typically compensated by correlated
double sampling. The most critical component of noise is shot
noise, comprising dark current, and photon shot noise [25].
We assume that the inspection system is photon noise limited.
Photon noise is caused due to the randomness in the number of
photons exposed to each pixel. The number of photons falling
on a pixel follows a Poisson distribution [25]. Hence, we can
model the noise σ as follows:

σ = Noise = K
√

Nsig = Knpix (18)

where Nsig is the number of photons falling on a pixel, K, Kn

are constants, and pix is the pixel size of the sensor used in
the inspection tool.

Apart from changing the pixel size for inspection, mask
engineers can also adjust sensitivity that is related to the
threshold for detection of defects. Increasing sensitivity cor-
responds to reduction of threshold and greater false defect
count. For simplicity, we assume that sensitivity is inversely
proportional to the threshold. The value of threshold also
depends on the background intensity that falls on each pixel,
which is proportional to the pixel area. Hence, T = Ktpix2/S,
where S is the sensitivity used for inspection. Using this, we
can estimate number of false defects as follows:

False defects = Ka

A

pix2
erfc

(
Ktpix2/S√

2Knpix

)

= Ka

A

pix2
erfc

(
Km

pix

S

)
. (19)

Now since CD and contamination defects are flagged using
different algorithms whose sensitivity can be set independently
[3], we calculate false defects reported by the two methods
separately to get the overall false defect count of the inspection
tool as follows:

False defects =
A

pix2
(KCDerfc

(
KCD

m

pix

SCD

)

+ KConerfc

(
KCon

m

pix

SCon

)
) (20)

where KCD, KCon, KCD
m , and KCon

m are constants that depend
on the inspection tool.

We used a commercial mask shop’s inspection data from
over 800 reticles with inspection area ranging from 8000
to 15 000 mm2, pixel size ranging from 72 to 250 nm, and
sensitivities ranging from 75 to 100 to fit these parameters
to get KCD = 30.33, KCon = 34.21, KCD

m = 0.071, and
KCon

m = 12.99 if the inspected area is taken in mm2 and the
pixel size in nm.

2) Nuisance Defects: The number of nuisance defects
depends on the design and the total number of real defects,
which are the non-nuisance defects. Assuming that the defect
distribution for a reticle follows the same negative binomial
distribution as wafer defects,10 we can derive a model for the

10Though there is no published study of reticle defect distribution (to the
best of our knowledge), the similarity of mask writing process to wafer
patterning suggests a similar defect distribution.
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total number of real defects for a reticle of area A, inspected
with pixel size p and sensitivities SCD and SCon using

Real defects = A ×
∑

Defect types

∫ ∞

Rmin

K2

Dβ
dD

= A ×
∑

Defect types

K2

β − 1

(
Kc

p

S

)β−1

= A × T CD
( p

SCD

)βCD−1

+ A × T Con
( p

SCon

)βCon−1
. (21)

The constants were fitted using the same mask shop data
used to fit false defects to obtain T CD = 0.0002555, βCD = 1.3,
T Con = 0.00008208, and βCon = 0.88. Note that this measure
of real defects considers both critical and nuisance defects.

3) LER Defects: LER has become a major source of noise
reported by inspection tools. Although LER can be considered
a part of nuisance defects since they are actually present on the
mask, the key difference from the analysis of nuisance defects
above is that LER is a spatially high frequency source of noise
that affects only the edges of features instead of the entire reti-
cle. Hence, a model for LER depends on the total perimeter of
all the polygons in a reticle pattern. If the total perimeter of all
the polygon edges is P , the total number of pixels at the edge
is P/pix and we can model every edge as an independent and
identically distributed Gaussian distribution as shown in (22),
where L0 is the average edge location and σLER, the variance of
the edge position, is the LER parameter that is determined by
the manufacturing process. Equation (23) essentially gives the
number of LER defects by multiplying the number of pixels on
polygon edges to the probability of an edge deviating beyond
the inspection resolution Rmin. Equation (24) gives a closed-
form expression for the number of LER defects reported by
the inspection tool. Since we do not have any industrial data
for this defect type, we will ignore these in our experiments

L =
1√

2πσLER
exp(− (L − L0)2

2σ2
LER

) (22)

LER defects = 2
P

pix

∫ ∞

L0+Rmin

L.dL (23)

LER defects = 2
P

pix
(erfc

(
Rmin√
2σLER

)
. (24)

C. First Pass Yield

FPY of masks is defined as the number of masks that can be
passed without any repair or review. This is the most important
metric for mask shops as it strongly dictates the manufacturing
cost of masks. In this section, we develop a simple critical
area-based methodology to estimate FPY.

Let us assume that the defect distribution on the mask is
P(r), which corresponds to the probability of a defect to be
of size r. Let the maximum defect size on the mask be xM .
Let us also assume that the spatial distribution of defects on
the mask is uniform. If a mask area AM was inspected at a
single resolution R, then the probability that a given defect
will be detected by the inspection tool is given by Pdd in
(25). Assuming P(r) to be inversely proportional to r3 (similar

to wafer defect distribution) [26] and xM → ∞, we can
calculate Pdd as shown in (26) and (27). We can then calculate
the expected number of defects, Nd , and consequently the
expected number of detected defects, Ndd, as shown in (28)
and (29), respectively, where Davg is the average number of
defects on the reticle. Assuming that the number of potential
defect sites are very large, we can treat the number of detected
defects as a Poisson distribution with expected value Ndd.
Hence, the probability of detecting no defects is given by (30).

Pdd =
∫ xM

R

P(r).dr (25)

P(r) =
K

r3
(26)

Pdd =
K

2

1

R2
(27)

Nd = DavgAM (28)

Ndd = PddNd (29)

P
AM

Y = exp−Ndd . (30)

If the total mask area is partitioned into N regions of area
AM1, AM2, . . . , AMk, each of which is inspected at a different
pixel size and sensitivity (different resolution), then the FPY of
the full mask can be expressed as a product of the probabilities
of no defect detection from any partition as follows:

First pass yield =
k=N∏
k=1

P
AMk

Y . (31)

V. Partitioning

In this section, we present a method to partition the reticle
where each partition is assigned a pixel size and sensitivity
such that the number of false and nuisance defects reported by
the inspection tool are minimized without missing any critical
defects.

We wish to perform inspection of different regions of
the reticle at different pixel size and sensitivities. When we
perform inspection for a particular pixel size, partitions marked
for inspection at a different pixel size must be labeled as
do not inspect regions (DNIRs) during the current pixel size
inspection. DNIR rules specify that a DNIR can be as small
as one pixel but there is a 40 pixel band in each direction that
is not inspected. For our partitioning problem, this essentially
means that a partition must have dimensions of at least 80
pixels (recall that multiple pixel sizes are implemented as
multiple scans with DNIRs). For simplicity, we assume the
same partition for both pixel size and sensitivity and use
the largest pixel size in our experiments to define minimum
dimension of a partition.

Hence, the design-aware reticle partitioning problem can be
formally stated as follows.

Given a reticle with minimum size defect for each feature,
create a partitioning such that a partition j of width Wj and
height Hj is assigned a pixel size pj , and sensitivities SCD

j ,
SCon

j such that the following function is minimized:

F = False defects + γ1Real defects + γ2LER defects (32)
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and the following constraints are obeyed:
1) minimum dimension constraint:

min(Wj, Hj) > Lmin; (33)

2) for any feature with minimum size defect DCD and DCon

lying in the jth block of the partition:

DCD > Kc

pj

SCD
j

, DCon > Kc

pj

SCon
j

(34)

where γ1 and γ2 are weighting factors of the cost function and
Lmin is the minimum dimension constraint.

We use a recursive partitioning heuristic to reduce the defect
count metric. At any iteration, if we have k partitions, we
find an optimal vertical or horizontal split line that minimizes
the defect count for each of the k partitions. Computing the
false/nuisance defect cost for any partition requires scanning
the entire partition to find the feature with the minimum defect
size assigned. This value of tolerance dictates the resolution
for inspection. We then pick the pixel size, sensitivity option
that minimizes the cost while keeping the inspection resolution
equal to the minimum defect size. Note that splitting a
partition can never decrease the total defect count. If both
new partitions after splitting have the same value of minimum
tolerance then the cost remains the same. If one of them
has a higher tolerance then it can be inspected at a lower
resolution that would reduce false/nuisance defect count. If a
partition has reached the minimum dimension constraint (Lmin)
or no split line reduces the cost then we mark that partition
as “optimized” and do not analyze it in any future iterations.
This step helps to improve runtime. To locate the optimal split
line for any partition, we exhaustively search all the potential
horizontal and vertical lines at increments of Lmin and pick
the line that minimizes the cost. The algorithm terminates
when all partitions have been labeled as “optimized” or a fixed
maximum number of iterations have been reached. The overall
algorithm has been summarized in Algorithm 2.

VI. Experimental Results

A. Nonfunctional Feature Finding

We implement our neighborhood graph-based algorithm
to identify redundant vias and dummy fill in C++ using
OpenAccess (OA) API [27]. Layouts of some benchmark
circuits implemented in 45-nm Nangate OpenCell library
along with the insertion of double vias and dummy fill was
done in Cadence Encounter [28]. OPC was performed on
the generated GDSII files using Mentor Calibre [29]. All the
implementation was done on a 2.0 GHz Intel Xeon machine
with 4 GB memory.

The size of the post-OPC benchmark layouts that we
considered along with improvement in the rectangle count due
to shape simplification is shown in Table VI. The threshold for
bucketing was taken as 20 nm, which is less than the minimum
metal width for 45-nm FreePDK [30]. Around 50% reduction
in number of shapes is observed for the three benchmark
circuit layouts considered.

Table VII summarizes the results of redundancy finding for
all the layers. Note that the benchmark design AESCipher

Algorithm 2 Design-aware reticle partitioning for inspection

Require: Criticality value of each shape of reticle, minimum
dimension constraint Lmin.

1: Define partition array P .
2: Initialize P with one partition, the full reticle.
3: while iter < MAX-ITER AND numopt < size(P) do
4: for all pi ∈ P do
5: if pi NOT “optimized” then
6: Find minimum cost split line SL for pi that reduces

cost by �Cost.
7: if �Cost > 0 then
8: Partition pi using SL to get new partitions piA

and piB.
9: Insert piA and piB into P .

10: else
11: pi is “optimized.”
12: end if
13: end if
14: end for
15: Count number of “optimized” partitions in P , numopt.
16: iter + +.
17: end while

TABLE VI

Rectangle Count Before and After Shape

Simplification for All Layers

Design Name No. of Gates Area
(μm2)

No. of
Rectangles
(Before)

No. of
Rectangles
(After)

Mips 19 983 15 947 2 582 260 1 591 124
AESCipher 11 395 19 678 2 893 906 1 850 315
Nova 62 800 169 628 20 621 302 13 626 203

TABLE VII

Nonfunctional Feature Finding Results

Design No. of Double No. of Dummy Runtime Memory
Name Vias Fill (min) Usage (MB)
Mips 23 562 20 040 3 1212
AESCipher 24 267 5308 683 1143
Nova 156 774 144 727 135 5888

takes a long time despite the small number of rectangles.
This is because the design is heavily congested and has
a very large number of edges in the neighborhood graph.
Runtime can be easily improved by partitioning the layout into
smaller blocks and using a separate graph for each region. The
algorithm can also be parallelized easily by running the critical
graph construction step for each set MiVj in parallel. These
techniques are left for future work.

The number of redundant vias and dummy fill reported by
our approach are verified with the number obtained from DEF
file of the corresponding design. Double vias are reported with
100% accuracy by our approach and there is less than 1% error
in dummy fill due to some outliers.

Table VIII shows the percentage noncritical regions for the
benchmarks that indicates the potential benefits that can be
derived from design-aware inspection of metal and via layers.
For contact and via layers, we mention the total number of
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TABLE VIII

Layer-by-Layer Noncritical Regions

Design Via No. of Vias No. of Metal % Dummy
Layer Redundant Layer Area

Contact 171 272 6 Metal1 3.47
Via1 30 737 3140 Metal2 26.54
Via2 40 715 29 592 Metal3 26.68

Mips Via3 15 731 9874 Metal4 42.29
Via4 7666 3056 Metal5 53.37
Via5 2811 1468 Metal6 81.69

Contact 190 230 0 Metal1 0.00003
Via1 46 857 8987 Metal2 4.0
Via2 52 950 27 461 Metal3 4.9

AESCipher Via3 27 872 10 641 Metal4 11.8
Via4 15 854 2022 Metal5 14.3
Via5 10 287 1650 Metal6 31.9

Contact 1 399 817 62 Metal1 0.0009
Via1 237 337 22 878 Metal2 19.97
Via2 300 009 206 249 Metal3 19.69

Nova Via3 104 190 58 682 Metal4 43.14
Via4 39 005 17 708 Metal5 58.54
Via5 14 897 8054 Metal6 83.63

contact/vias along with the number of redundant. Contact
layer has redundancy only at the standard cell level. Since
very few Nangate cells have redundant contacts, the number
of redundant contacts is very low. For metal layers, dummy
area is reported as a percentage of the total die area. Higher
metal layers typically have less congestion after routing and
hence have a greater percentage of dummy area. Note that we
have not considered active or polysilicon fill and hence the
criticality assignment of polysilicon and active layers is based
on the slack of timing critical paths only.

B. Criticality Assignment and Reticle Partitioning

For assigning minimum size defect to each layout feature,
we use 45-nm design rules from FreePDK [30]. Location
of dummy fill and redundant via was used for metal and
via layers, respectively. For polysilicon and active layers,
we need slack values that was obtained from the timing
analysis of the postrouted design using Cadence Encounter
[28]. The criticality assignment method assumes MEEF=1
unless otherwise stated. The tolerance guardband, αcycle, used
for criticality assignment of polysilicon and active layers is
taken as 1% of the design cycle time.

Using the criticality assignment, reticle partitioning was
implemented in C++ using OA API [27]. From the fitting
results of false and nuisance defects, we found that the false
defect count is typically at least 10× the number of nuisance
defects. But nuisance defects are more important to mask
shops as they help improve FPY. Hence, we took γ1 = 10 in
the cost function for these experiments. Since we did not have
any data for LER defects, we take γ2 = 0. Only two pixel sizes,
72 nm and 90 nm, were used in our experiments. The minimum
dimension constraint was taken as 2 μm, which is slightly
larger than the dimension of 80 pixels at 90 nm pixel size.

We tested our partitioning algorithm for poly, active, con-
tact, and all the back-end layer reticles for the same three
designs for which the nonfunctional features have been re-
ported. Since the designs we consider are very small compared
to real reticle sizes, we find out the number of copies of
these benchmark designs that can fit on an industrial reticle

TABLE IX

Improvement in Defect Count After Partitioning

Design Layer Before After Runtime
Name # False # Real # False # Real (s)

Polysilicon 70.59 5.52 39.95 3.48 24
Active 70.59 5.52 38.16 2.37 17
Contact 66.60 3.36 60.44 3.05 157

Via1 66.60 3.36 56.78 2.95 64
Via2 65.94 3.17 57.84 2.83 82
Via3 65.94 3.17 47.90 2.46 68
Via4 56.83 2.07 30.86 1.25 30

Mips Via5 56.83 2.07 14.02 0.65 30
Metal1 42.62 2.80 42.62 2.80 18
Metal2 42.20 2.57 39.37 2.40 30
Metal3 42.20 2.57 40.40 2.46 15
Metal4 36.37 1.14 32.38 1.02 8
Metal5 36.37 1.14 32.56 1.02 8
Metal6 36.37 1.14 22.55 0.72 8

Polysilicon 74.95 5.83 52.60 4.44 42
Active 74.95 5.83 60.72 4.44 22
Contact 70.71 3.54 70.71 3.54 129

Via1 45.24 2.98 44.06 2.91 26
Via2 44.76 2.71 44.48 2.71 36
Via3 44.76 2.71 42.54 2.57 20
Via4 60.30 2.22 33.31 1.04 10

AESCipher Via5 60.30 2.22 28.73 0.90 8
Metal1 45.24 2.98 45.24 2.98 67
Metal2 44.76 2.71 44.76 2.71 33
Metal3 44.76 2.71 44.76 2.71 41
Metal4 38.58 1.18 38.24 1.18 22
Metal5 38.58 1.18 38.10 1.18 15
Metal6 38.58 1.18 35.39 1.11 15

Polysilicon 73.86 5.78 44.77 3.90 2132
Active 73.86 5.78 45.74 2.98 801
Contact 69.69 3.51 67.61 3.40 7684

Via1 69.69 3.51 42.02 2.76 1217
Via2 44.16 2.68 42.08 2.56 1000
Via3 68.99 3.32 35.19 2.15 542
Via4 59.46 2.17 19.05 0.65 272

Nova Via5 59.46 2.17 8.89 0.36 548
Metal1 44.60 2.93 44.60 2.93 2444
Metal2 44.16 2.68 43.06 2.62 981
Metal3 44.16 2.68 43.38 2.63 509
Metal4 38.05 1.19 35.78 1.13 236
Metal5 38.05 1.19 33.61 1.06 141
Metal6 38.05 1.19 22.03 0.70 195

(104 mm × 132 mm). Since defect count is proportional to
inspection area, the false and real defect count of one design
layout are scaled by the number of copies of the design on a
full field reticle in order to demonstrate the potential benefits
of our approach for a full field reticle. Table IX shows these
results. The false and real defect count after partitioning is
compared to the case where inspection is done at a single
value of pixel size and CD and contamination sensitivities for
the entire reticle.

The results of Table IX demonstrate the reduction of false
and real defects with our design-aware inspection methodol-
ogy. Note that the improvement in the real defect count is due
to the reduction in nuisance defects only as the partitioning
method is constrained to not miss any critical defects. Highly
congested layers with very few noncritical features such as
the lower metal/via layers show little benefit of design-aware
inspection since most areas of the reticle are very critical.
Polysilicon and active layers show significant improvement
due to different timing criticality of various features. Higher
via and metal layers, which have a significant amount of redun-
dancy as shown in Table VIII, show up to 4× improvement
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TABLE X

Comparison of Pixel Size and Sensitivity (P+S) Partitioning

Versus Sensitivity-Only (S) Partitioning

Design Layer P+S Partitioning S Partitioning
Name # False # Real # False # Real

Polysilicon 39.95 3.48 62.34 3.48
Active 38.16 2.37 58.82 2.37
Contact 60.44 3.05 60.44 3.05

Via1 56.78 2.95 57.75 2.95
Via2 57.84 2.83 59.47 2.83
Via3 47.90 2.46 49.98 2.46
Via4 30.86 1.25 33.97 1.25

Mips Via5 14.02 0.65 17.05 0.65
Metal1 42.62 2.80 66.60 2.80
Metal2 39.37 2.40 61.52 2.40
Metal3 40.40 2.46 63.13 2.46
Metal4 32.38 1.02 50.59 1.02
Metal5 32.56 1.02 50.87 1.02
Metal6 22.55 0.72 35.23 0.72

in false and real defect count. Note that the metal/via layer
processing does not require any explicit timing information
while the polysilicon layer leverages it heavily.

Inspection tools typically allow inspection of different mask
regions at different sensitivities in a single scan of the mask.
But inspection at different pixel sizes implies that the reticle
needs to be scanned multiple times. Hence, it is important
to evaluate the additional benefit achieved by varying the
pixel size over the reticle area. Table X compares the false
and nuisance defect count after partitioning using both pixel
size and sensitivity as parameters versus using sensitivity as
the only tunable parameter (pixel size taken as 72 nm). The
results show that pixel size is a significant knob and using
it might be worthwhile despite the need for multiple scans
of the reticle. Note that we retain the minimum partition size
constraint for sensitivity-only case even though it is not a
strict requirement as too many partitions are impractical to
store in the inspection tool.

C. First Pass Yield

Using the formulation for FPY described in Section VI-C,
we can estimate the FPY if the entire reticle is inspected at a
single resolution and compare it to the design-aware approach
of inspecting different regions of the mask at different res-
olution. A reticle is assumed to yield only when all copies
of the design on the full field reticle work. Table XI shows
the result of this computation for the three benchmark designs
we partitioned. Note that the improvement in FPY correlates
well with the reduction in real defect count in Table IX.
For example, contact and lower metal/via layers show little
improvement in FPY whereas poly, active, and higher via
layers show an increase of 30% in FPY in some cases. The
only exception to this similarity is the higher metal layers,
which have a high FPY even with the conventional approach
and hence only a small improvement in FPY. The reason for
this is the relaxed design rules of the higher metal layers.

D. Accounting for Nonunity MEEF

Our previous results have assumed that the inspection tool
can report MEEF-adjusted defect dimensions [3], hence we
used MEEF=1. In this section, we do not rely on this feature

TABLE XI

Improvement in FPY with Design-Aware Mask Inspection

Design Layer FPY FPY
Name Before (%) After (%)

Polysilicon 12.74 33.72
Active 12.74 51.71
Contact 29.17 32.69

Via1 29.17 34.00
Via2 31.21 36.08
Via3 31.21 40.94
Via4 42.92 61.81

Mips Via5 42.92 79.14
Metal1 49.32 49.32
Metal2 54.36 56.63
Metal3 54.36 55.79
Metal4 85.87 87.31
Metal5 85.87 87.25
Metal6 85.87 90.98

Polysilicon 11.22 23.50
Active 11.22 21.38
Contact 27.04 27.04

Via1 47.22 48.19
Via2 52.36 52.60
Via3 52.36 54.08
Via4 40.74 86.65

AESCipher Via5 40.74 87.80
Metal1 47.22 47.22
Metal2 52.36 52.37
Metal3 52.36 52.38
Metal4 85.07 85.19
Metal5 85.07 85.25
Metal6 85.07 86.30

Polysilicon 11.58 29.55
Active 11.58 41.14
Contact 27.55 28.62

Via1 27.55 49.81
Via2 52.85 54.46
Via3 29.57 60.01
Via4 41.27 90.00

Nova Via5 41.27 93.17
Metal1 47.73 47.73
Metal2 52.85 53.69
Metal3 52.85 53.44
Metal4 85.26 86.10
Metal5 85.26 86.87
Metal6 85.26 91.18

and instead use a single worst-case value of MEEF for
each reticle layer during criticality assignment. Computing
the MEEF value separately for each feature would be more
accurate but due to the minimum partition size limitation of
inspection tools, it is unlikely to yield much benefit. Hence, we
chose the simplistic approach of applying a single pessimistic
MEEF correction for each layer.

In order to compute MEEF, we used Mentor Calibre [29]
that can compute MEEF value for each layout fragment sepa-
rately. Since typical MEEF values are a function of technology
node and OPC recipe, we computed the MEEF for different
layers of a 10 μm × 10 μm snippet of post-OPC Mips layout
and used the worst-case value across all fragments of this
snippet layout. MEEF was computed using this approach at
two defocus values, 0 nm and 50 nm, and the worst-case value
is chosen. The MEEF values for different layers are shown
in Table XII. These values are larger than previously reported
data from the industry [31]–[33]. This is due to the lack of
a well-optimized optical correction recipe that should include
SRAF insertion and retargeting. Despite this limitation, these
MEEF values can be used to validate the feasibility and
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TABLE XII

Improvement in Defect Count and FPY After Partitioning When MEEF Correction Applied

Design Layer Worst-Case MEEF Before After
Name No. of False No. of Real FPY No. of False No. of Real FPY

Polysilicon 2 70.59 5.87 8.73 64.15 5.34 10.91
Active 2 70.59 5.87 8.73 63.47 4.71 15.39
Contact 6.5 70.59 5.87 8.73 64.06 5.33 10.94

Via1 5.5 70.59 5.87 8.73 61.21 5.15 11.70
Via2 20 70.59 5.87 8.73 63.67 5.31 11.01
Via3 2.5 70.59 5.87 8.73 53.50 4.56 14.85
Via4 2 65.94 3.17 31.21 35.80 1.95 50.03

Mips Via5 1.5 63.30 2.65 36.91 15.62 0.85 74.91
Metal1 9 70.59 5.87 8.73 70.59 5.87 8.73
Metal2 6.5 70.59 5.87 8.73 65.85 5.48 10.28
Metal3 6 70.59 5.87 8.73 67.58 5.63 9.69
Metal4 9 70.59 5.87 8.73 62.84 5.23 11.41
Metal5 6.5 70.59 5.87 8.73 63.18 5.26 11.28
Metal6 4.5 70.59 5.87 8.73 43.76 3.65 22.06

potential benefit of our approach in the presence of high MEEF
mask features.

After correcting for the MEEF values of different layers dur-
ing criticality assignment, results obtained from partitioning
are shown in Table XII for a Mips design. Note that the defect
count and FPY before partitioning are worse compared to
the case when MEEF=1. This is expected since the minimum
tolerable defect size across the entire reticle worsens due to
larger MEEF values. Despite the pessimistic and high MEEF
values, the results demonstrate the benefits of our partitioning-
based design-aware inspection.

VII. Conclusion

In this paper, we developed a comprehensive design-aware
mask inspection flow.

1) We proposed a graph-based algorithm that finds non-
functional features (dummy fill and redundant vias) in a
post-OPC layout with almost 100% accuracy.

2) We formulated a method to assign a minimum size
defect to each feature of a reticle for poly, active,
contact, and all the back-end layers.

3) We developed a recursive partitioning algorithm to
inspect different regions of the layout with different
pixel size and sensitivity and up to 4× reduction in
nuisance and false defects was observed along with up to
4× improvement in FPY coming from reduction in
nuisance defects.

We also demonstrated the importance of pixel size as
a paramater in achieving the full benefit of design-aware
inspection. Despite the overhead of additional scans of the
reticle for each pixel size, the significantly lower defect count
suggested that it is a parameter that needs to be exploited in
any design-aware inspection flow.

The design-aware methodology that we proposed can be
applied easily by captive mask shops since they have access
to the design database. Merchant mask shops would need
additional information from their customers in the form of
either timing report for front-end layer reticles or the database
of all the back-end layers so that redundant and dummy
features can be identified. In case mask shops cannot get
access to design database and are limited to die–die inspection
mode, the criticality partitioning can be done at the design end.

In the future, we plan to test our approach in an actual
commercial mask shop and explore the implications of our
methodology if all mask layers are not available. Only ampli-
tude defects are dealt with in this paper. We plan to extend
this methodology to model the design impact of phase defects
as well.
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